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Abstract--- this work presents the designing of an alternative multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit fused 

by redundant arithmetic. A “double carry-save output encoding” is used in this design. It is a suitable 

structure for reconfigurable systems which is based on 6 input LUT. A high performance system could be 

obtained without any pipelining by the employment of (6,3) counters in the reduction of accumulation 

operations and partial products as a logic depth which is provided is least in amount. The carry 

propagation does not affects this proposed system as MAC structure implements a redundant arithmetic 

scheme. The MAC unit designed here comprise of an accumulate output of 40 bits and a multiplier of 

s16x16 bits. The synthesis is done on ‘AlteraTM Stratix III FPGA board’ and better performance in 

comparison with conventional pipelines is achieved.  

        Index Terms--- multiply accumulate unit, LUT, FPGA, XilinxTM, counters.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Mathematical operations namely, convolution, matrix multiplication, filtering operations etc use “Multiply-

accumulate (MAC) units”. Thus, “digital signal processors” and coprocessors have MAC units as their crucial elements 

[1][2]. The applications of signal processing require reconfigurable systems such as FPGAs. This work presents a 

MAC unit of low latency and high throughput for FPGAs based on “high performance 6-input look up table (LUT)”. 

LUT elements of four inputs are needed for building conventional FPGAs i.e., mapping of synthesized logic circuit is 

done into memory blocks of four inputs in FPGA. LUT elements having six inputs was used for building “Stratix 

families of AlteraTM” and “Virtex families of XilinxTM” [3][4]. A faster efficiency of logic is achieved by LUT 

structures having higher inputs because mapping of complicated building blocks is done into depth of less logic. A 

delay for operations of addition is constant, which popularizes redundant number systems. A constant delay is included 

in operations of addition that are not dependent in size of digits of input operands in redundant number systems [5]. 

The carry free arithmetic is created by two ways. Namely, carry save arithmetic and signed digit arithmetic. Hardware 

implementations are plenty that employ carry free fast arithmetic for operations [6]–[8]. The performance of carry-save 

arithmetic is similar to signed digit arithmetic because redundant arithmetic operations form basis of both of them. Also 

elements of conventional adders can be used for building carry-save arithmetic. The partial products are efficiently 

reduced by using carry save adder trees [9][10]. This work generates a MAC unit based carry save addition for 

employment of double carry save encoding at output. The traditional arithmetic (carry-save) results a sumbit for every 
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digit and a redundant output based on one carry, i.e. value set of (0,1,2) is given to each digit [11], [12]. This work 

presents an implementation by a value set (0,1,2,3) is given to each digit for representing each output digit. This 

representation is an advantage for FPGAs based on LUT of 6 inputs, because (6,3) counters are used for arithmetic 

operations. The partial product reduction recommends using (6,3) counters in LUT devices of 6 inputs because of a 

single atomic delay of (6,3) counters [13]. There are 6 inputs in (6,3) counter in every parallel input, which is capable 

of being synthesized in one  LUT delay. Also (4,2) compressors are employed in a reduction technique of partial 

products, which is an efficient block of VLSI design. However, a single level cell cannot be used for synthesis of LUT 

designs of 6-inputs. A signed digit arithmetic is an alternative technique of partial product reduction [14], [15].  

 

               

(a)                                                    (b) 

 

Fig. 1 Representation of (6,3) counter 

(a) Single bit, and (b) Multi bit 

The synthesis of MAC unit is done for “AlteraTM’s Stratix-III FPGA” and comparison is done with conventional 

MAC units that are made by using several hardware, software and pipelined multipliers etc. The analysis of hardware 

cost, throughput and speed metrics is done. 

  

II. ARCHITECTURE OF REDUNDANT MAC 

      The MAC unit proposed in this work uses a modified Booth encoding by using radix 4 for generation of partial 

product. A (6, 3) counter tree unifies operations of addition and multiplication. The addition operands are reduced by 

using counters. Figure 1(a) depicts addition of six input operands producing output values lying between 0 and 6. 

Figure 1(b) shows addition of operands of 6 of 8 bit binary inputs and are fed into an array (6,3) and there is a reduction 

from six to three in the addition of input operands.  
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Table 1 Metrics of Reduction Operator 

 

 

There are certain advantages of using (6,3) counters and techniques of implementation for FPGA based on 6 inputs 

LUT [16]. Generally, it is not preferred to use a “carry-save reduction tree” in FPGA system for partial product 

reduction because more area is required in carry propagation schemes [17][18]. However, there is a linear dependency 

of carry propagate schemes on width of bit and the efficiency of carry propagation decreases with the growth of bit-

width. The area requirement is doubled by carry save scheme when comparison is done with schemes of carry-

propagation [18]. The FPGA multipliers can use counter trees and binary signed digit adder trees if area is not the 

concern. The schemes of performance and area requirements for different reduction operators is shown in table 1. The 

best performance among different reduction operators for FPGA based on 6 inputs LUT is given in table 1. The same 

quantity of resources are required by (6,3) counters and (4,2) compressors where (6,3) counters are faster. More delay 

and area of an operator is required by digit scheme of binary scheme. All the redundant operators are compared; (4,2) 

reduction array, (6,3) counter array and  digit operators of binary signed that have half input operands and similar 

throughput performance. A regular carry save scheme is proposed which is suited for operations of multiplication-

addition that does not involve carry propagation [19]. There are two components of redundant number format whereas 

multiple add operations are done without carry propagation by a scheme of regular carry save. There are three 

components in a redundant number format but there are three components in double carry save scheme. A registered 

feedback path comprise of an accumulator output and a multiplier path in a MAC unit. The architecture proposed here 

includes a multiplication in which a standard Booth encoding scheme is used having sign extension up to outputs of 40 

bits. The multiple operations of multiply-accumulate should not be overflown by output of accumulate. Fig. 2 depicts 

modified Booth encoding of radix-4 with sign extension. A generated partial product is represented by each line. The 

rules written in table II shows the generated partial products. The multiplier bits are used for generation of each partial 

product. The partial product has sign bit equal to ei in every line. When sign Y is inverted then si equals 1 in each line. 

Thus, the sign Y is positive if it is 0. The output of multiplier is extended from 32 bits to 40 bits by padding 1’s to 

booth encoding stage’s last partial product. This is done for preventing output from overflowing after operations of 

multiply-accumulate. The Booth encoding scheme has all the details explained [20]. The number of partial products are 

halved by Booth encoding. Thus, there are only eight partial products where last line results in s7 of another operand 
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that is added together. This results in output of Booth encoding into addition of 9 operands. O’s are padded in empty 

slot of each addition operand rows for implementation of hardware easily.  

 

 

Fig.  2 Modified scheme of Booth encoding 

 

 

Fig. 3 Proposed architecture of multiply accumulate 

 

Table II Modified Booth encoding of radix 4 

 

 

The output of a MAC comprise of three outputs, i.e. having a value set (0,1,2,3). For the operation of 

accumulation, (6,3) counter tree is fed by output of three bits. The proposed architecture is used for multiply-

add operation which has one stage of booth encoding and two stages of (6,3) counter. A single LUT logic 
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depth can be used for implementing booth encoding and counter stages and there are 3 LUT delays in 

critical path of total system. It is possible to achieve minimum register delay by a high throughput. The 

figure 3 shows that explicit pipeline stage is not present in operation of redundant multiply accumulate. High 

speed operation of structure is required without using a pipeline in operation as opposite to conventional 

structures of multiply-accumulate. A three operand is there for redundant to a normal stage of binary 

conversion by a clock delay. Most of the DSP applications do not require normal binary conversion. After 

100 operations of multiply-add, there is a need of redundant to binary conversion for an FIR of 100 taps.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

     The comparison between resource requirement and performance is done by constructing conventional 

MAC units by using: “MAC units with hardware and software multipliers, units with pipeline stages etc”. A 

generic pipelined MAC unit is shown in figure 4 having various stages of pipeline in which comparison with 

proposed structure is done. Stage A is pipeline stage’s first stage, having a multiplier. The stage of pipeline 

between adder and multiplier operation is the second stage of pipeline. A pipeline stage at bit level does not 

exists for add operator,  

 

Fig. 4 Various combinations of pipeline in a regular MAC unit 

Because sufficiently fast operation is provided by fast carry chains for addition of 40 bits. The given 

pipeline stages shows the measurement of performance metrics and table III tabulates all this. The register 

count and “Adaptive LUT units (ALUT)” determines resource usage. Logic elements are used for 

synthesizing multiplier in a MAC unit and soft multiplier is the name given to structure and hardwire 

multiplication units are used for synthesizing multiplier and structure is called hard multiplier. DSP sub-

blocks are composed in Altera Stratix III and also full hardwired multiply blocks [4], which is known as 

“full hardware multiply add unit”.  
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Table III Comparison in MAC units 

 

 

The comparison is done with non-pipelined MAC units except “full hardware multiply-add unit” and the 

structure proposed is much faster as illustrated in table III. If adder unit which is based on software is 

utilized with hardware multiplier, then performance is good. However, there is no pipeline in proposed 

structure and an extra delay of clock is required for converting redundant output to binary and thus, (1+1) is 

clock delay. Shallow stages of pipeline are employed for building benchmark circuits and it is faster to 

employ proposed scheme rather than multiply-add pipelined units. Altera’s Megafunction library is used for 

synthesizing soft multipliers that are developed for systems of comparison. The proposed scheme has a 

performance close to MAC unit based on hardware multiplier. However, the scheme proposed is about 10 

percent faster. When compared to the scheme proposed, only “full hardware multiply-add unit” [4]. 

However, 4 DSP sub-blocks are required having a high requirement of resources in the scarcity of DSP 

blocks. About 18x18 bit operations are done by full multiply-add block where it is scalable to use proposed 

scheme to higher bit widths. This results in good performance of metrics among various carry propagate 

multiplier by “double carry save redundant representation”. The LUT elements in proposed structure are 

highest among all those having requirement of moderate register when compared with pipelined MAC units. 

It is advantageous to use proposed MAC unit when least delay of clock is desired having requirement of 

higher LUT. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This work proposes a MAC unit based on alternative redundant number which has low clock delay and 

high value of throughput. This structure is free of carry propagation and the logic depth is least here. The 

structure has a “modified Booth encoding stage” which is followed by “symmetrical (6,3) counter tree. The 

logic depth provided by this proposed structure is lowest, which also provides fast operation of multiply add 

without using pipeline in a single stage. This system is useful for FPGA structures based on 6 input LUT.  
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